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Abstract: Big data is a growing term that describes any voluminous amount of structured, semi structured and
unstructured data that has the potential to be quarried for information. Big data is a word for data sets that are so
large or complex that traditional data processing applications are not enough to deal with them. Challenges in big
data include analysis, capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, querying, updating
and information privacy. As for as the security of Big data is concerned the volume of data along with the
bandwidth speed it generates makes it difficult for handling big data with currently available security tools. The
existing research concentrates on malicious attacks only. Network hacking crime is going on increasing since the
available security technologies are not performed well in big data environment. Due to the increasing cyber
attacks, constructing Hybrid intrusion detection system is necessary for preventing from attacks. But the multiple
IDS approach to co-exist in a single system is a major challenging task. To overcome this issue, we propose an
Adaptive Hybrid Support Vector Network Algorithm (AHSVN). This mechanism used in the Intrusion Detection
scheme helps to identify the attack at the early stage and give alarms and also the node will generate alerts to
other nodes if there is a possibility of attack. We have tested the viability of our AHSVN Algorithm by
conducting experiments. The experimental results show that our proposed Algorithm can give efficient Intrusion
detection system for unknown attacks in Big data environment.
Keywords: AHSVN

1. Introduction
Telecommunication networks are getting more important in our social lives because many people want to share
their information and ideas. Thanks to the rapid development of the Internet and ubiquitous technologies including
mobile devices such as smart phones, mobile phones and tablet PCs, the quality of our lives has been greatly
influenced and rapidly changed in recent years. Internet users have exponentially increased as well. Meanwhile, the
explosive growth of teletraffic called big data for user services threatens the current networks, and we face menaces
from various kinds of intrusive incidents through the Internet. A variety of network attacks on network resources
have continuously caused serious damage. [1]
Organizations are paying huge amount only for securing their confidential data from attackers or intruders. But
the hackers are Big Bosses and are very sharp enough to crack the security of the organization. Therefore before
they made security breach, let us hunt down them and make the alert for organization, so that they can save their
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confidential data. For the above mentioned purpose, Intrusion detection system came into existence. But the current
systems are not capable enough to detect all the attacks coming towards them.[2]
Recently, threats of previously unknown cyber-attacks are increasing because existing security systems are not able
to detect them. Past cyber-attacks had simple purposes of leaking personal information by attacking the PC or
destroying the system. However, the goal of recent hacking attacks has changed from leaking information and
destruction of services to attacking large-scale systems such as critical infrastructures and state agencies. In the other
words, existing defence technologies to counter these attacks are based on pattern matching methods which are very
limited. Because of this fact, in the event of new and previously unknown attacks, detection rate becomes very low
and false negative increases.[3]
A hybrid approach of intrusion detection through knowledge discovery from big data using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA). To identify the “hidden” patterns of operations conducted by both normal users and malicious
users from a large volume of network/systems logs, by mapping this problem to the topic modelling problem and
leveraging the well established LDA models and learning algorithms.[4]
With the rapid development of Internet and Information technology, detecting network intrusion behaviours have
been attracted more and more attentions. The novel intrusion detection algorithm using a hybrid ant colony and
support vector machine model. The framework of the detecting network intrusion system is given which is designed
to promote the accuracy of detecting network intrusion by optimizing parameters of support vector machine with ant
colony algorithm.[5]
The rate of data generation is enormously growing due to the number of internet users and its speed. This
increases the possibility of intrusions causing serious financial damage. Detecting the intruders in such high-speed
data networks is a challenging task. So high-speed Intrusion Detection System (IDS), capable of working in Big
Data environment. The system design contains four layers, consisting of capturing layer, filtration and load
balancing layer, processing layer, and the decision-making layer..[6]

2. Literature Survey
In 2012, Hae-Duck J.Jeong, WooSeok Hyun, et al. proposed an anomaly tele traffic intrusion detection system
based on the open source software platform Hadoop, and some problems and solutions for this system have been
also investigated. The proposed framework will be developed and experimented with on Hadoop in the future.
In 2013, Alvaro A.Cardenas,Pratyusa K.Manadhata, et al. concluded that Big data is changing the landscape
of security technologies for network monitoring and forensics. However, in the eternal arms race of attack and
defence, big data is not a solution, and security researchers must keep exploring novel ways to contain sophisticated
attackers. Big data can also create a world where maintaining control over the revelation of our personal information
is constantly challenged. This paper give importance to increase the efforts to educate a new generation of computer
scientists and engineers on the value of privacy and work with them to develop the tools for designing big data
systems..
In 2014, Bilal Maqbool Beigh et al. proposed a new hybrid model which combines both the modules i.e
anomaly and signature based also it added few more modules which will check for false alarm and will add new
rules to the signature database automatically.
In 2014, Sung-Hwan Ahn, Nam-Uk Kim et al. proposed big data system model for reacting to previously
unknown cyber threats and worked on the deduction of practical technologies. The proposed technique will extract
information from a variety of sources to detect future attacks..
In 2014, Vandana P.Janeja, Ali Azari et al. concluded that they have proposed a Big-distributed Intrusion
Detection System. In this architecture, using HAMR, a big data processing engine and proposed a novel ensemble
method to identify multi-pronged attacks
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In 2015, Hu Jianhong proposed a new hybrid model which combines both the modules i.e anomaly and
signature based also added few more modules which will check for false alarm and will add new rules to the
signature database automatically. This model will detects novel intrusion made on the system and is reducing the
number of false alarm.
In 2016, M. Mazhar Rathore et al. proposed a novel real-time intrusion detection system that can work in a
high-speed network environment. The system includes the proposed architecture with four-layers, the parameters
selection mechanism and the proposed intrusion detection technique. The processing layer, which is the main
component of the system, is composed of various Hadoop master and data nodes, which is responsible for handling
high speed real-time traffic more efficiently in order to identify any type of intrusions in the network

3. Objective
The Network security plays a key role for many organizations and corporate. Generally host based and network
based Intrusion Detection Systems are available in the market depending upon the detection technology used by
them. The main objective of this research paper is maintaining security across the mixed data from uniform sources
and co-relating the mixed data from different sources using hybrid strategy. A real time IP base master to client
communication Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) prevents security intrusions by gathering and composing with
technologies. Due to the increasing cyber attacks, constructing Hybrid intrusion detection system is essential for
preventing from attacks. Multiple IDS approach to co-exist in a single system is a major challenging task. To
eliminate these issues we propose an Adaptive Hybrid Support Vector Network Algorithm (AHSVN).

4. Proposed System
The cyber attacks go on increasing due to the existing IDS technologies which are not capable of detecting
the intrusions. Our proposed work will enrich the efficiency of the IDS as compare to the past IDS systems. The
main work of this research papers is maintaining security across the external fraud detection data from homogeneous
sources and co-relating the heterogeneous data from different sources using hybrid strategy over Big Data. The
proposed system specifies a set of IP base rules AHSVN in Hadoop concept one can attempt to get good results by
improving the efficiency and reducing the complexity present in the model of external unknown attacks.

Fig:1 Intrusion Detection process

The foundation for a layered network security approach usually starts with a well secured system. A well-secured
system uses up-to-date application and operating system patches, well-chosen passwords, the minimum number of
services running, and restricted access to available services. On top of that foundation, could add layers of protective
measures such as antivirus products, firewalls, sniffers, and IDSs. Some of the more complicated and interesting
types of network/data security devices are IDSs, which are to the network world what burglar alarms are to the
physical world. The main purpose of an IDS is to identify suspicious or malicious activity, note activity that deviates
from normal behaviour, catalogue and classify the activity, and if possible, respond to the activity.
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Fig: 2 Proposed Block IDS diagram

The Block diagram of proposed system is shown in Fig: 2. Signature based approach block finds out the intrusion
activity in existing packet with the help of attack rules and if found then applies appropriate rules otherwise it drops
the packet. It takes different time to respond different packets that depends upon the power of machine and number
of rules defining the system. AHSVN block has detection engine, that might generate an alert or used to do log
activities. Depending upon the nature of data all log files are kept by default in a folder and by using command line
options the location can be changed.
The output modules saves output generated by the logging and alerting system of AHSVN. The administrator will
get the alert from the IDS by database searching and query building by AHSVN. Searches can be performed
between network specific parameters such as the attackers internet protocol address, and other parameters such as
time or date of an event, by AHSVN triggered rules.

5. Proposed Algorithm AHSVN
Advance Pattern analysis includes categorization which enclose support vector network algorithm. Support
Vector Network is clustering algorithm which is used for discovery of network attacks. Support Vector Network is
second-hand for intrusion detection system to notice which IP has viruses and then clean that IP packet.
The IP based Hybrid support vector network is a new learning machine algorithm. In Hybrid Support Vector
Network algorithm, data set is divided into preparation part and testing part. The existing methodology has high
error rate. So the AHSVM classify the attacks using support vector network learning algorithm. The major reasons
for using AHSVM in IDS are speed. AHSVN can learn a larger set of patterns and can scale better than any existing
methods. Feature selection or attribute reduction can help to reduce the SVM classification time and saving memory
space effectively and efficiently.
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1. Capture network data.
2. D ← Stored data from database.
3. N ← all feature set.
4. th← threshold value.
5. for i = 1 → n do
6. F = F - Fi
7. ac = calculate Accuracy(F)
8. if ac ≤ th then
9. break
10. end if
11. end for
12. Apply learning algorithms.
13. Classified Data.

14.End
6. Design and Implementation
AHSVN algorithm for categorization: “Support Vector Network” (SVN) is a supervise machine learning algorithm
which can be used for detecting intrusions.

Fig: 3 Shows the Block diagram of Proposed AHSVN System

The AHSVN operations stack which includes application, systems software, infrastructure, network etc. Fraud
detection is getting easy due to the event collection and logging system. The Real-time data IP analysis works well
when it is based on predefined algorithms and queries in hybrid training mechanism. Current tools are able to
synthesize multiple streams of rapidly flowing data and perform complex operations on them. At every layer of the
system’s hardware and application stack, real-time analytics enable centralized log collection and monitoring
system. These processes are used to find normal and abnormal IP flow.
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7. Experimental Results
The results obtained in the proposed system are given in the following table and graph.

Fig: 4 IDS in Big Data system using IP’s

Time(ms)

Bytes

Normal IP

Abnormal IP

IDS

IDS

12:33:110

76

244.10.10.100

12:34:112

76

244.10.10.101

12:36:114

76

12:38:115

76

12:39:116

76

12:40:117

76

12:41:118

76

244.10.10.106

12:42:119

76

244.10.10.107

244.10.10.102
244.10.10.103
244.10.10.104
244.10.10.105

Table: 1 Intrusion identification based on IP’s
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Fig 5. Graph Analysis Flow over IDS

8. Conclusion
To protect from various threats in Big Data analysis system, data sets have been analysed with our new
technique, IP based Adaptive Hybrid Support Vector Network algorithm to prevent external unknown attacks.
In this paper, we have obtained the information of external fraud detection attack a new move towards external
fraud Detection approach to notice the intrusion in the big data analysis network. Our training model consists of big
datasets with dispersed environment that improve the performance of Intrusion detection system. The proposed
approach mainly focuses on unknown external fraud detection in big data, using Adapive Hybrid Support Vector
Network algorithm(AHSVN). The experiment showed that using the proposed method better results were obtained.
This shows the efficiency of the proposed method. When Abnormal IP enters in to the IDS the IDS will filter the
abnormal packets and give alerts.

9. Future work
In future a real time Intrusion Detection system for Big Data system using AHSVN algorithm may be developed in
such a way to give improved results.
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